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For any graph G we denote by !GJ the number of vertices and by e(G) thc 
number of edges of G. For s >~ 2 let 
c(s)=inf{c: if e(G)>~c JGI, then K '  is a subcontraction of G}. 
Mader [4] proved 
c(s) <~ 8(s - 2)log2(s - 2) for s 1> 4. 
On the other hand it is known that c(s) >~ s - 2 for s >~ 3 with equality up to s :-- 7 
and Bollobfis conjectured that this equality holds for any s ~: 3 [1, Conjecture 5, p~ 
397]. We shall show that in fact c(s) has a lower bound of order s(log2 s) */2. That 
this is the true order of magnfitude of c(s) follow:i then froln an upper bound due 
to Kostochka [3]. 
We shall actually deduce our lower bound from all inequality of Bollobfis, 
Catlin and Erd6s [2]. They proved that the probability Q = Q(n, s) that a random 
graph on n vertices has a subcontraction to K ~ satisfies 
S ,.)_n~l~2 ] 
Put n = n(s, C) = [Cs(iog2 s)1/2], which gives nZ/s z ~ C 2 Iogz s. Then log O is 
bounded above by 
(Cs(log2 s)t/2)(log s + ½ log Iogz s + log C) - ~s(s - l)s -c~ 
If we take C< 1, this expression clearly tends to -~, as ~ increases. Hence, for 
sufficiently large s, O,(n, s)<~ will hold and, since the probability that a random 
graph on n vertices has at least ~n(n-  1) edges is at least ½, it follows that there 
exists a graph on n = [Cs(Iog2 s)~/21 vertices with 
>~n(n - 1) ~¼(n-  1) [Cs(logz s) '/2j edges 
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which has  no subcont ract ion  to K ~. Hence  we have  pro~'ed 
c( s ) >~ (~ - o(1))s( log2 s) I/2. 
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